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To achieve fuel independence, it was necessary to form two new companies, FuelnGo Pty Ltd (FNG) and 
Fuel Importers Australia Pty Ltd (FIA), which was done in a partnership during early 2015. These companies 

are now operating from Sydney with a sales force nationally. Daily, customers receive fuel pricing via FNG 

from terminals who accept open access conditions. For retail site customers who desire a brand we offer the 

“Endeavour look” at conversion cost price with no fees. We now have a history of performance with 
Endeavour’s independent branded sites sourcing fuel at more favourable terms than offered by the majors.  

We have also passed discounts on to the end user, our customers.  Overall, to date, our Endeavour branded 

conversion has led to lower fuel retail prices and growing sales. We note the ACCC is asking for this 

submission to be concentrated on metro areas, however, we strongly suggest that there is also a very high 
economic impact on regional centres. This is now Endeavour’s new market direction and we are seeking new 
supply into regional areas using site acquisition or supply of existing distributors and multisite operators.

 

ENDEAVOUR COMPANY DATA

· 22 years of independent operation

· Family owned business

· 17 service stations located in Victoria 

· Employs 139 staff, majority in regional Victoria

· Annual Turnover $83M

· A retailer of fuel & convenience

· Direct manager of sites and staff

· Owner of stock & assets 
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ENDEAVOUR CONTACTS

We encourage you or any employee of the ACCC to contact any of us should you require further information 
or points of clarification.

Jeffery Griffiths
Managing Director 
Endeavour Petroleum Pty Ltd
Email: jeff@endeavourpet.com.au
Mobile 0418 359 993

Mark Decleva
Operations Manager
Endeavour Petroleum Pty Ltd
Email: mark@endeavourpet.com.au
Mobile: 0410 479 304

Nic Moulis
Partner/Owner/Director
Fuelngo Pty Ltd & FIA Pty Ltd
Email: nic@endeavourpet.com.au
Mobile:  0419 747 071

Jeffery Griffiths

Fuel Industry

Jeff has been in the fuel industry for over 45 years commencing his career as a BP clerk progressing to BP 

state office and national positions in the distributor market. On BP’s request, he entered into an equity 

distributor partnership and built a metropolitan distributorship and retail network.  He has served in a voluntary 

role as president of ACAPMA. He is founder and owner of the following companies: -

Entity Jeff Griffiths Position Business
Description

Bp/Woolworths
Relationship

Endeavour Petroleum 
Pty Ltd

Director Fuel retailer · BP Brand 
Agreement. 

· 14 S/stns with BP 
Branding

· 4 S/stns Endeavour 
branded

· Competitor
Farol Pty Ltd Director/Secretary Property Company 

includes service stations 
& in portfolio

· Owner/lessee of BP 
Branded service 
stations, Endeavour 
Branded sites, other 
commercial 
properties

Fuel n Go Pty Ltd Director/Secretary Fuel Wholesaler · Competitor 
wholesale

Fuel Importers Australia 
Pty Ltd

Director/Secretary Potential Importer of 
refined fuel

· Competitor

Customer Relationship 
Data Pty Ltd

Director Marketer including:
- Gasbuddy customer 

pricing App
- Independent Fuel 

Card marketer

· Customers post BP 
& Woolworths fuel 
board prices on App
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Non-Fuel Industry Business Interests

Jeffery Griffiths

Entity Jeff Griffiths Position Business
Description

BP/Woolworths
Relationship

Shamdangle Pty Ltd Director Property Owner
Retail Shops Metro 
Melbourne

· None

Griffiths Island Pty Ltd Director/Secretary Property Owner 
Holiday Apartments 
Phillip Island

· None

Charlton Brae Pty Ltd Director/Secretary Property Development 
Regional Vic

· None

Donay Pty Ltd Director/Secretary Residential & 
Commercial Property 
Company

· None

Nic Moulis

Fuel Industry

Nic has been in the fuel industry for over 25 years commencing as General Manager of a Caltex Distributor 

in New South Wales. Upon leaving the Caltex Distributorship business in 2007, Nic began operation of a 
service station and convenience store in Newcastle, NSW.  From 2008 to 2015, Nic was the CEO of the 

Australasian Convenience and Petroleum Marketers Association (ACAPMA). During his time with ACAPMA, 

Nic sat on the ACCC Fuel Consultative Committee and was appointed by the relevant Federal Minister to 

provide petroleum industry commentary to the Harper Competition Review. He is founder and owner of the 

following companies: -

Entity Nic Moulis Position Business
Description

BP/Woolworths
Relationship

Endeavour Petroleum 
Pty Ltd

Secretary Fuel retailer · BP Brand 
Agreement. 

· 14 S/stns with BP 
Branding

· 4 S/stns Endeavour 
branded

· Competitor
Fuel n Go Pty Ltd Director Fuel Wholesaler · Competitor 

wholesale
Fuel Importers Australia 
Pty Ltd

Director Potential Importer of 
refined fuel

· Competitor

Customer Relationship 
Data Pty Ltd

Director/Secretary Marketer including:
- Gasbuddy customer 

pricing App
- Independent Fuel 

Card marketer

· Customers post BP 
& Woolworths fuel 
board prices on App

Rennic Pty Ltd Director/Secretary Service station property 
Owner

· Competitor
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Non-Fuel Industry Business Interests

Nic Moulis

Entity Nic Moulis Position Business
Description

BP/Woolworths
Relationship

Moulis Super Pty Ltd 
ATF The Moulis Super 
Fund

Director Self-managed 
Superannuation Fund

· None

Mark Decleva

Fuel Industry

Mark has been in the fuel industry for over 25 years commencing his career as a Chemical Engineer with BP 

at the Western Australian Kwinana Refinery in 1991. Mark held several roles across Refining and Supply 
until 2004. He then joined the BP Dealer team as a Victorian Dealer Business Manager, responsible for 

growing the number of BP branded independently owned petrol stations across metropolitan Melbourne and 

directly managing these customer relationships. Mark was promoted to Regional Dealer Manager 

VIC/SA/WA in 2011 and held this position for 3 years. Mark’s final 2 years at BP saw him join a project team 
as a Network and Offer Development Specialist formed to aggressively grow BP’s national retail network and 

to review existing customer offers.

In 2016, Mark worked for GapMaps, leading provider of cloud based network planning and mapping tools in 
Australia, as a Business Development Manager until he joined Endeavour Petroleum in November 2016 as 

Operations Manager. Mark has gained a very strong understanding of the Fuel Industry across the entire 

supply chain from refining to retail.
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2. If you are not involved in the fuel industry, please explain your interest in the proposed acquisition. If you are 

writing as an individual, please indicate the suburb or region in which you reside and/or generally purchase fuel. 

· Not Applicable

Competition between fuel retailers 

3. Please address the closeness of competition between BP and Woolworths for the retail supply of fuel. Relevant 

factors may include geographic areas of supply, product ranges, non-fuel offerings, and their response to each 

other’s pricing. Please provide specific examples where possible. 

· BP and Woolworths compete in all metropolitan markets and are also well represented in regional 
areas.

· Many Woolworths sites are in close proximity to BP sites (say 3kms). Some of those BP sites are 
company owned and controlled (for eg in Vic, Pakenham and South Melbourne) and some of those 
BP sites are independently owned (for eg Morwell/Midvalley and Cowes)

· Our observations suggest that BP fuel locations, on average, price fuel higher than Woolworths 
service stations. By conducting Competitive Price Surveys using GasBuddy data, please review 
Attachment 2 for an example for the week ending Feb 6 2017, we can determine that Woolworths
have cheaper board prices on average when compared to BP.  By acquiring the Woolworths network, 
we expect that BP will apply its current pricing strategy at the acquired Woolworths sites which will
lead to higher fuel prices for consumers, particularly in areas where Woolworths sites are in close 
proximity to BP company owned and controlled sites. Another reason why BP will continue to apply 
its current pricing strategy is because they will need to make a return on their $1.8 billion investment 
(approx. $3.3 million per service station). By removing a competitor and BP maintaining their existing 
pricing strategy, the proposed acquisition may substantially lessen competition in the retail supply of 
petrol to consumers.

· BP and Woolworths have similar product ranges: BP sell LPG, Unleaded 91, Unleaded 95, Unleaded 
Ultimate 98, Regular Diesel and Ultimate Diesel. Woolworths sell LPG, Unleaded 91, Vortex Unleaded 
95, Vortex Unleaded 98, Regular Diesel and Vortex Diesel. However, the Vortex brand ultimately 
belongs to Caltex. By removing the Vortex brand through this acquisition, Caltex customers may be 
disadvantaged as they may need to travel longer distances to find sites that offer Caltex Card and 
Caltex Vortex products.

4. How important is price compared to other features of the offer of petrol retailers (e.g. brand, location, range of 

fuels, convenience offering, branded fuel cards, on-site facilities) in driving customer choice of petrol retailer? 

Do any fuel retailers have the ability to sustain higher fuel prices due to other features of their offer (e.g. the 

quality of their sites)? 

· We have experienced that price is the most important factor in driving customer choice of petrol 
retailer. It draws consumers to our service stations. The other features of the offer are also important 
(including customer service) and if done well, consumers are likely to return, as long as price remains
competitive.

· We do not believe that any fuel retailers have the ability to sustain higher fuel prices due to other 
features of their offer. However, what tends to occur as reported by many sources is that competitors 
will follow board prices and across the board average price increases will be seen resulting in higher 
prices for consumers. For eg Coles Express consistently post higher fuel prices than their competitors,
therefore they risk losing market share.

5. Please comment on whether customers can or do vary their normal petrol buying habits in response to a change 

in prices. In particular, to what extent are consumers loyal to one or more of the following: 
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a. a particular retail service station site (i.e a particular location)? 

b. a particular operator (e.g. Woolworths)? 

c. a particular brand of petrol (e.g. BP). 

In your answer, you may wish to comment on the importance of shopper docket schemes or branded fuel 

cards. 

· While some customers are loyal to a particular service station, operator or brand of petrol, value for 
money is ultimately what customers want.

· Fuel Retailers have developed shopper docket schemes, branded fuel card offers and other offers 
such as the Velocity program, shop promotional activities etc to provide customers choice and value 
in return for their loyalty.

· Customers will always choose what is best for them and fuel price can change habits.
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Local competition 

6. Please provide any comments regarding the likely effect of the proposed acquisition on competition in particular 

local retail markets. In doing so, please make reference to the extent of competition BP is likely to face from 

other retail service station sites within each local market in which you consider there may be an issue. 

In your answer, you may wish to comment on issues such as: 

a. the distance customers travel to buy petrol in the particular local market 

b. the distance that customers would be prepared to travel to take advantage of lower petrol prices at 

another location 

c. the influence of customer travel patterns on which service stations they frequent. 

· In locations like Bairnsdale, Cowes, Moe, Seville and Pakenham, Caltex sells its full range of fuels 
and offers its Caltex Card to consumers at co-branded Woolworths service stations. Apart from 
Woolworths, Caltex are not represented in these towns. An acquisition by BP would see the Caltex 
brand no longer available in these towns. Consumers seeking Vortex fuels or wanting to use their 
Caltex fuel card will need to travel to neighbouring towns, costing time and money. There may be an 
opportunity to market the Caltex range of products at certain locations in our network however our 
existing restrictive BP agreement will not allow it.

· Many years ago, BP decided not to own sites and operate in the Gippsland area. We invested heavily
in these towns and became BP’s only brand fuel retailer/partner. Later, Evans Petroleum became 
BP’s second brand fuel retailer in the Gippsland area (former Mobil retailer) followed by other 
independent retailers. Because of being in a restrictive BP agreement and BP allowing other BP fuel 
retailers, in close proximity to us, to also market BP fuel card and range of fuels, we suffered financial 
losses with no recourse at Grantville, Korumburra, Traralgon and Sale. This is a contributing factor in 
our broken relationship with BP.

· If BP is to acquire Woolworths service stations in close proximity to us, and allow the service stations
to market BP fuel card and range of fuels, and to continue to offer the shopper docket scheme, there 
is no doubt that we will suffer financial losses with no recourse at Bairnsdale, Carrum Downs, Cowes, 
Grantville, Moe, Launching Place, Morwell, Traralgon and Sale (refer to Attachment 1 for in-depth
detail on the Endeavour network). With reduced business turnover, we would be forced to reduce 
staff numbers. This predatory pricing affects all BP independent retailers. We consider that it would 
be prudent for the ACCC not to endorse BP acquiring Woolworths sites in close proximity to BP
branded Independent retailers. We also believe this is such a major change to BP’s network that BP’s 
existing Supply and Brand agreements would require re-negotiations based on the new market 
conditions. Consumers will suffer due to less brand choice, less competition by the removal of a 
competitor and higher fuel prices.
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Regular retail price cycles 

Fuel prices in large Australian cities tend to be cyclical. A typical price cycle involves a sharp increase in retail petrol 

prices over a relatively small number of days (the price increase phase), followed by a gradual decline in price over a 

few weeks or more (the discounting phase). 

7. In your experience, are the ACCC’s observations about price cycles, described above, borne out in practice? 

· In metropolitan areas, yes. The data we supply from GasBuddy in Attachment 3 shows a classic price 
cycle in the Brisbane market. In regional areas, as the data for Queensland shows, there is a distinctly 
different pattern of price movement. It is our view that in regional markets, where there are already 
lower levels of competition, the price posted by retailers is driven more by the wholesale price. The 
data clearly indicates that the point of escalation in the retail price occurs when the wholesale price 
reaches its peak. 

8. Please comment on how competition between metropolitan fuel retailers in the price increase and discounting 

phases might change as a result of the proposed acquisition. 

In your answer, you may wish to consider whether BP or Woolworths play a role in leading or supporting the 

price increase or discounting phases in any metropolitan areas, and which retailers tend to follow quickly and 

which retailers tend to lag their price increases. 

· Price cycles will continue in metropolitan markets. What will change will be a more aggressively timed 
price increase phase and a longer executed discounting phase. We also suggest that the Competitive 
Price Survey data we have provided indicates that BP will on average want the prices higher in the 
market, so it is our view they will take a role in leading or supporting price increases. 

9. Please comment on how customers react to movements in the price cycle. For example, to what extent do 

customers time their purchases of fuel to acquire it at a lower point in the price cycle? 

· Consumers do react to movements in the price cycle and time their purchases once they see the start 
of a price increase phase. As a result of this acquisition, we expect that consumers will have less 
time, less choice and higher prices when purchasing fuel during the price increase phase and we 
expect that consumers will see higher prices during the discounting phase.

Barriers to entry 

10. Please identify potential entrants to the retail supply of fuel in local markets and in large metropolitan areas 

and/or regional areas. Please address the likelihood of such new entry in response to any attempted increase 

in prices as a result of the proposed acquisition. In your response, please consider details such as: 

a. economies of scale and the minimum efficient scale of market entry for a retail fuel chain 

b. costs of market entry, and the extent to which these costs would be irrecoverable on market exit 

c. timeframe for market entry 

d. any regulatory barriers, such as environmental or planning regulations 

e. access to key inputs or distribution channels 

f. any known potential new entrants (such as new service station sites expected to open) 

g. market growth/decline trends, and examples of recent market entry and exit. 

· No comment
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Other potential competition issues 

11. Do you think that the amalgamation of BP’s and Woolworths’ retail operations would have any potential impact 

on other functional levels of the fuel industry (e.g. refining, wholesaling)? Would the proposed acquisition affect 

barriers to entry in relation to refining or wholesaling? 

· We are very concerned that our TGP will increase as a result of this acquisition. BP currently pass on 
their terminal supply and operating costs to TGP customers, namely all BP Independent retailers. As 
the new fuel wholesale supplier for the Woolworths business, BP will need to source fuel from outside 
their normal terminal facilities likely from competitor terminals at an incremental terminal hosting fee. 
It is likely that BP will pass on their increased supply costs to their TGP Independent retailers. Higher 
delivery fees may also be incurred. We will be disadvantaged compared to competitive wholesalers 
that offer cheaper supply. BP should not have the right to apply increases to different sectors of its 
retail market. In this case, we are assuming 3 sectors would be created: 1. Independent, 2. BP owned 
and controlled and 3. BP-Metro (former Woolworths).

· We are very concerned with the migration of BP Card sales away from Independents to former 
Woolworths service stations and the control that BP will have as owners of the BP Card program and 
the Shopper Docket Scheme. BP Card customers could be offered better deals at those service
stations that also offer shopper dockets, which we see clearly defined as predatory pricing. It has the 
potential to disadvantage Independents by having customers migrate to the shopper docket sites. 
Competitive industry fuel cards would find themselves having to compete with the only company that 
controls an industry branded fuel card along with a shopper docket discount program.

· Our final concern is with regards to the planned divestment of service stations that BP may not be 
able to acquire. We note that BP have already publicly stated that they would control a site divestment 
plan. This means that they will be able to pick and choose who gets sites. We firmly believe that BP 
would seek to sell to parties that would willing to contract fuel supply to BP. In order for the fuel market 
to have competitive pressures, it is essential for the Independents to be able to purchase sites 
regardless of who their fuel supplier is. By doing this, it would create more competition in the retail 
market, more competition in the wholesale market, more choice for consumers and lower fuel prices.

12. Does the proposed acquisition raise any concerns in relation to the non-fuel offerings ancillary to the supply of 

fuel? For example, would the proposed acquisition impact competition in the supply of convenience grocery 

stores? 

· No comment

13. Please provide any additional information or comments, or identify other competition issues, that you consider 

relevant to the ACCC’s consideration of the proposed acquisition under section 50 of the Act. 

· Through this submission, we have raised our concerns about BP acquiring the Woolworth retail 
service station network. Generally, we do not object to two parties coming together and negotiating, 
one party as a seller and one party as a buyer of a business. We understand the commercial reality 
of doing business. Our problem with this buy-out is that it alters BP’s influence and network size 
substantially. We are currently held to a brand agreement that applied to a set of market conditions 
that existed in 2009 and no longer exists today. If the sale progresses in any form, past agreements 
will need to be terminated and new conditions negotiated. This will ensure businesses as well as the 
fuel market overall will remain competitive.
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Attachment 1 

 

 

SITE LISTING

BP Bairnsdale BP Pakenham Upper

BP Carrum Downs BP Stratford

BP Cowes BP Traralgon

BP Grantville BP Wurruk (Sale)

BP Gunns Gully (Moe/Newborough) BP Yea

BP Korumburra Endeavour Alberton

BP Launching Place Endeavour Alexandra

BP Lysterfield Endeavour Foster

BP Midvalley (Morwell) Endeavour Tanilba Bay (not shown)
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Attachment 3 
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Attachment 4 

 

 

 

 


